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Strand separation is obligatory for several DNA functions, including replication. However, local DNA properties such as
AþT content or thermodynamic stability alone do not determine the susceptibility to this transition in vivo. Rather,
superhelical stresses provide long-range coupling among the transition behaviors of all base pairs within a
topologically constrained domain. We have developed methods to analyze superhelically induced duplex
destabilization (SIDD) in genomic DNA that take into account both this long-range stress-induced coupling and
sequence-dependent local thermodynamic stability. Here we apply this approach to examine the SIDD properties of 39
experimentally well-characterized autonomously replicating DNA sequences (ARS elements), which function as
replication origins in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. We find that these ARS elements have a strikingly increased
susceptibility to SIDD relative to their surrounding sequences. On average, these ARS elements require 4.78 kcal/mol
less free energy to separate than do their immediately surrounding sequences, making them more than 2,000 times
easier to open. Statistical analysis shows that the probability of this strong an association between SIDD sites and ARS
elements arising by chance is approximately 4 3 1010. This local enhancement of the propensity to separate to single
strands under superhelical stress has obvious implications for origin function. SIDD properties also could be used, in
conjunction with other known origin attributes, to identify putative replication origins in yeast, and possibly in other
metazoan genomes.
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this method have been presented elsewhere [5].) This method
computes the destabilization energy G(x) for each base pair
(sometimes also called the SIDD energy) under the speciﬁed
environmental conditions and level of superhelicity. This is
the incremental free energy that is needed to guarantee
separation of base pair x under these conditions. We note
that G(x) is directly related to stability, not to destabilization—the higher the value of G(x), the more energy is needed
to force that base pair open, and hence the more stable it is.
Base pairs having G(x) near 10 kcal/mol remain essentially as
stable under the assumed level of superhelicity as they would
be in a relaxed molecule. (The majority of the base pairs act
this way; signiﬁcant superhelical destabilization is limited to a
small fraction of the genome, as shown below.) Sites with G(x)
near zero are strongly destabilized, and would denature with
high probability under these conditions, while partially
destabilized sites have intermediate values of G(x).
The SIDD energy G(x) is more informative regarding the
extent of destabilization than is the probability p(x) of

Introduction
In eukaryotes, DNA replication is initiated at multiple
origins. Potential sites in the genome of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae that may serve this function are referred to as
autonomously replicating sequences, or ARS elements [1].
ARS elements are more AþT-rich than the genomic average,
and contain regions of low local thermodynamic stability that
are thought to be necessary for function [2,3]. However, the
duplex unwinding required for replication initiation occurs
as an isothermal process within topologically constrained
domains of DNA. Under these conditions susceptibility to
strand opening is not dependent only on local thermodynamic stability. Instead, superhelical stresses couple together
the strand-opening behaviors of all base pairs that experience
them. We hypothesize that the superhelical stresses that occur
in vivo play a role in regulating the strand opening needed to
initiate replication. This suggests that ARS elements should
have an increased local susceptibility to superhelically
induced duplex destabilization (SIDD). Here we demonstrate
that virtually all known ARS elements do indeed show a
signiﬁcant local increase in their predicted SIDD susceptibility. Experiments on four speciﬁc ARS-containing regions
have shown that each does experience local denaturation
when negatively supercoiled [4].
We have calculated the SIDD properties of the entire yeast
genome using a previously developed statistical mechanical
method that includes both sequence-speciﬁc thermal stability
and the global coupling induced by superhelical stresses
within topological domains. (The algorithms implementing
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Synopsis

So denaturation at any site will alter the opening probabilities of every other site in the domain. This global coupling
can lead to complex interactive transition behaviors that are
not reﬂected by local thermodynamic stability [9]. An
example of the long-range coupling induced by superhelicity
is shown in Figure 1.
A genome-wide view of destabilization properties offers
new perspectives on chromosomal organization and, specifically, on the structural properties of DNA regulatory regions.
For yeast these include transcriptional regulatory sites
(unpublished data) and the sites regulating the initiation of
replication, considered here. SIDD has been implicated in the
functioning of replication origins in a variety of organisms.
The unique replication origin in E. coli, oriC, is superhelically
destabilized, and this destabilization has been implicated in
its function [15]. Other work has documented pathological
origin activity at SIDD sites created by expansion of the
pentameric repeat, causing spinocerebellar ataxia type 10 [7].
A role has been established for SIDD in the function of the
Epstein–Barr oriP origin [16]. Here we focus on developing a
genome-wide view of yeast replication origins.

Several DNA functions require the two strands of the DNA duplex to
transiently separate. Examples include the initiation of gene
expression and of DNA replication. Here the authors examine the
strand separation properties of the DNA duplex at autonomously
replicating sequences (ARS elements), which are the potential
replication origins in yeast.
In vivo, susceptibility to strand separation does not depend only on
local DNA properties such as adenine plus thymine content or
thermodynamic stability. Rather, stresses imposed on the DNA in
vivo couple together the strand-opening behaviors of all base pairs
that experience them. The authors use computational methods for
analyzing stress-driven strand separation to examine the susceptibility to opening of 39 experimentally well-characterized ARS
elements. They show that these ARS elements have strikingly
increased susceptibilities to stress-induced separation relative to the
surrounding sequences. On average, these ARS elements require
4.78 kcal/mol less free energy to separate than do surrounding
sequences, making them more than 2,000 times easier to open. This
enhanced susceptibility to stress-driven strand separation has
obvious implications for the mechanisms that begin the process
of replication. This property is also shared by bacterial and viral
replication start points, suggesting that it may be a general attribute
of replication origins.

Results
SIDD analysis of the complete yeast genome has been
performed under the conditions described in the Materials
and Methods section. The cumulative distribution of G(x) is
shown in Figure 2. One sees that most of this genome is not
signiﬁcantly destabilized; half of the base pairs have G(x)
greater than 9.13 kcal/mol. Only 7.23% of the base pairs have
G(x) less than 4 kcal/mol under these conditions, while just
3.48 % have G(x) less than 2 kcal/mol, indicative of substantial
destabilization. Moreover, the signiﬁcantly destabilized sites
are largely conﬁned to regulatory regions governing either
transcription (unpublished data) or replication.

denaturation, because it also ﬁnds positions of partial
destabilization. These can be biologically important because
partial destabilization, even by only a few kilocalories, can
greatly facilitate opening by other processes, such as
interactions with regulatory molecules. For example, superhelical destabilization by only 3 kcal/mol (i.e., G(x) changing
from 10 kcal/mol in a relaxed molecule to 7 kcal/mol under
superhelicity), which is far less than is needed to open the
duplex, will still increase the ease of opening by other
processes by a factor of 130 (see Materials and Methods.) In
this way changes in the level of imposed superhelicity can
have strong effects on the rates of occurrence of regulatory
events, especially those whose rate-limiting steps involve DNA
strand opening.
Although these calculations have no free parameters,
comparisons with experiments have shown that their predictions are quantitatively accurate. They determine the
locations of opening and the extents of opening, both as
functions of imposed superhelicity, at an accuracy comparable to experimental measurements in all sequences on which
such experiments have been performed [6,7]. Many sites that
these methods had previously calculated would open under
stress have subsequently been experimentally shown to
separate under these conditions, both in vitro and in vivo
[8–11]. This gives conﬁdence in the accuracy of their
predictions when applied to other sequences on which
experiments have not been performed.
Our approach for analyzing duplex destabilization differs
fundamentally from others, such as the THERMODYN and
MELTMAP algorithms [12–14], which only consider local
thermodynamic stability or AþT content. SIDD does not
depend on such local properties alone; rather, transitions in
superhelical domains are globally interactive. Because strand
separation localizes some of the imposed negative superhelicity as untwisting at the open site, it causes a corresponding relaxation that is felt throughout the topological domain.
PLoS Computational Biology | www.ploscompbiol.org

The SIDD Properties of ARS Elements
An exhaustive literature search found 39 experimentally
well-characterized ARS elements. These are relatively short
regions that function as replication origins in a standard in
vivo plasmid assay. The site within each element that acts as
the replication origin under these circumstances is usually
not more precisely identiﬁed.
Visual examination of the SIDD proﬁles of the genomic
locations containing these ARS elements shows that the
speciﬁc ARS sites occur at positions having low G(x) values,
and hence are highly susceptible to destabilization by superhelical stress and thereby unusually prone to strand separation. A representative example is presented in Figure 3. (A
complete list of these elements and the SIDD proﬁles of
regions containing each element are presented in Table S1
and Protocol S1, respectively.)
To quantify this propensity, we determined the minimum
value Gmin of G(x) occurring within each ARS element. For
comparison, at each ARS element we also found Gmin in two
nearby segments, each the same length as the ARS element,
and located symmetrically to either side of it. Here we used
comparison regions separated from the ARS element by 250
bp, but equivalent results were found when the comparison
regions were chosen to directly abut the ARS elements (data
not shown).
0042
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Figure 1. Comparison of Stress-Induced Duplex Destabilization Calculations with Assessments of Thermodynamic Stability
(A) The SIDD profile showing the G(x) values computed for a 3-kbp region (525701–528700) on Chromosome X of yeast at superhelix density r ¼
0.055.
(B) The SIDD profile of a 38-bp deletion mutant of the same region [28], at the same superhelicity. The deletion is at positions 526489–526526, indicated
by the red arrow. This deletion causes drastic changes of SIDD properties throughout the region, even 2 kbp away. This is an effect of the global
coupling induced by the superhelical stresses.
(C) Thermodynamic stability profiles of the same regions as computed by WEB-THERMODYN [12,13], both before (black) and after (red) the deletion. The
only effect of this deletion, whose location is indicated by the red arrow, is to displace the downstream profile by 38 bp. However, as shown in (B), the
SIDD profile is profoundly altered throughout the region.
DOI: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.0010007.g001

The Statistical Significance of this Association

The average value of Gmin within these ARS elements was
1.51 kcal/mol, while Gmin within the comparison regions
averaged 6.29 kcal/mol. It follows that ARS elements are much
more susceptible to SIDD than are neighboring regions. The
distributions of Gmin values within the ARS elements and in
their comparison regions are shown in Figure 4.
We next compared the distribution of Gmin values within
the ARS elements to the genome-wide SIDD distribution
shown in Figure 2. Just 2.79% of the base pairs in this genome
were destabilized at the level G(x) less than 1.51 kcal/mol, the
average Gmin for the ARS elements. This clearly shows that
sites that are superhelically destabilized to the extent found at
ARS elements are not common.

We performed a Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney rank sum test
[17] to rigorously assess the statistical signiﬁcance of this
observed difference in destabilization between ARS elements
and their comparison regions. The results show that the null
hypothesis (that these distributions are the same) must be
rejected with very high conﬁdence—the p-value calculated by
this test was p ¼ 4.28 3 1010. A Kolmogorov–Smirnov test [18]
of the same distributions, performed for the same purpose,
yielded p ¼ 2.91 3 1010. Together, these two nonparametric
tests show that the greater destabilization within ARS
elements relative to their ﬂanking regions is statistically
highly signiﬁcant.

Discussion
We have shown that a strong susceptibility to destabilization under stress is a statistically signiﬁcant attribute of ARS
elements, as evaluated in their genomic contexts within the S.
cerevisiae genome. The fact that 38 of the 39 analyzed ARS
elements are signiﬁcantly destabilized, and on average are
much more destabilized than their neighborhoods, makes this
one of the most highly conserved attributes known to occur at
ARS elements.
Although the SIDD results reported here are consistent
with earlier studies of duplex unwinding elements (DUEs) in
ARS elements [4], we note three signiﬁcant differences. First,
unlike the attribute of helical stability used to characterize
DUEs, SIDD properties are acutely dependent not just on the
ARS element sequence itself, but also on its larger context. So
altering nearby sequences can drastically change the SIDD
properties of a region. This effect is consistent with the
observation that origin activity varies depending on chromosomal location, suggesting the inﬂuence of local chromatin structure [1]. Second, in addition to ﬁnding unwinding
regions, SIDD calculations also identify locations where
imposed superhelicity diminishes the energy needed to
separate the DNA into single strands. This has an exponential

Figure 2. The Cumulative Distribution of Destabilization Levels G(x) for
the Entire Yeast Genome
For each value of G on the horizontal axis, this curve plots the number of
base pairs (expressed as a percent of the genome) needing that amount
of free energy (or less) to strand separate. G ¼ 10 kcal/mol is sufficient to
open any base pair in the genome.
DOI: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.0010007.g002
PLoS Computational Biology | www.ploscompbiol.org
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Figure 3. ARS Elements Are More Destabilized Than Other Parts of the Genome
(A) The SIDD profile of a region (bp 166936–168740) of Chromosome 6, containing ARS606 (position marked in red).
(B) For contrast, the SIDD profile of a randomly chosen but representative genomic location of equal length (Chromosome 6, bp 21000–22834).
Graphs of all 39 ARS elements are presented in Protocol S1.
DOI: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.0010007.g003

effect on the ease with which other molecules can induce
strand separation there (see Materials and Methods). Third,
unlike DUEs, the destabilization at ARS element locations is
not conﬁned to discrete or speciﬁc positions within the
element.
The presence of stress-destabilized sites at ARS elements
has clear implications for the mechanisms of initiation of
DNA replication. Under certain circumstances, the presence
of a SIDD site alone has been shown to confer a degree of

origin activity on an otherwise inactive region [7]. Other
more complex roles also are possible. Observations of SIDD
near promoters have shown that protein binding can exert
regulatory effects by translocating destabilization from the
binding site to other locations [11]. Similar events could
occur during origin function. The reported dual roles for B2
elements within the ARS element, as being involved either in
duplex unwinding [4] or protein binding [19], could be
reconciled if protein binding to a destabilized B2 element
were to cause a similar regulatory translocation. If the
destabilization were to move to the position where unwinding
is required for initiation, this could be the mechanism by
which binding activates initiation.
To experimentally investigate the details of the role that
SIDD may play in the regulation of speciﬁc replication
origins, the destabilization properties of a region can be
altered without changing its base sequence. This involves
inserting at another location a DNA sequence that is also
susceptible to some type of superhelical transition [9,20].
Since stresses couple together the transition behaviors of all
base pairs that experience them, introducing a new competitive region will change the SIDD propensity of the site of
interest. This strategy has been used previously to prove that
SIDD is involved in the activation of the ilvPG promoter of E.
coli [20].
The complete S. cerevisiae genome has been estimated to
contain between 200 and 400 ARS elements [1]. The regions
of Chromosomes III, VI, and XIV that have been systematically examined for ARS element sites together constitute 6%
of the genome and contain 31 ARS elements [21]. If this
density is representative, it would give a slightly higher
estimate of approximately 500 ARS elements in this genome.
Whichever number is used, it is clear that only a small
fraction of the ARS elements in yeast have been located to
date.
The statistically highly signiﬁcant association of SIDD
properties with ARS elements reported here suggests that
these properties may be useful for ﬁnding the precise
locations of ARS elements within regions of the yeast genome
that are suspected to contain them. Two recent studies
identiﬁed several such regions on a genome-wide scale. The

Figure 4. Duplex Destabilization at ARS Elements Compared with Duplex
Destabilization at the Surrounding Sequences
This histogram shows the distributions of ARS elements (red), and of
comparison regions (black) whose Gmin values fall in the indicated
ranges. (Here, as elsewhere, the lower the Gmin value, the more
destabilized the region.) The comparison regions were chosen to have
the same lengths as the ARS element they flank, and to be positioned
250 bp away from it on either side. There being twice as many
comparison regions as ARS elements, these distributions are normalized
to show the fraction of sites of each type falling within each interval.
Equivalent results were obtained when the comparison regions were
chosen to directly abut the ARS elements, so the localization of
destabilization at ARS elements is not simply a consequence of their
positions within intergenic regions. (ARS elements 302, 303, and 320 on
Chromosome III were positioned very close [20 bp separate ARS302 from
ARS303, and ARS320 directly abuts ARS303], so for the purpose of these
statistical tests these three were regarded as a single site.)
DOI: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.0010007.004
PLoS Computational Biology | www.ploscompbiol.org
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Figure 5. Localization of ARS Elements
(A) Replication timing profile of Chromosome 3. The two peaks indicated by red stars are predicted with high confidence to contain replication origins.
(Data replotted from [23].)
(B and C) SIDD profiles of the two peak regions (from [A]) are plotted to high resolution, along with locations of the known ARS element (red) and the
DNA segments within which ORC and MCM proteins were shown to bind [22] (yellow). (B) shows the profile around ARS 310, and (C) shows that of ARS
314.
DOI: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.0010007.g005
details of the transition proﬁles vary somewhat with assumed
conditions. In particular, elevated temperature and increased
negative superhelicity act synergistically; higher stress is required to
achieve a given level of destabilization at lower temperatures, other
factors remaining ﬁxed.
This analysis of the complete yeast genome required approximately 12 hours to execute on a 28-node Apple X-Serve cluster, each
node containing dual 1 GHz G4 processors. The proﬁle of the entire
genome is available on request.
To understand the signiﬁcance of the destabilization energy,
consider a system that can assume multiple states, each with an
energy G. Suppose two speciﬁc states, which we call 1 and 2, have
energies G1 and G2, respectively. At equilibrium the ratio of the
number of molecules in each state will vary exponentially with the
difference in their energies according to f1/f2 ¼ exp [(G1  G2)/RT],
where RT ¼ 0.616 kcal/mol at a temperature T of 37 8C. It follows from
this equation that lower energy states are exponentially more highly
populated than are higher energy states at equilibrium.
Now, suppose this equilibrium involves the opening of a speciﬁc
region of DNA by a reversible reaction with another molecule. Let
the free energy required for opening this region be G1 in a
supercoiled molecule, and G2 in a relaxed molecule, the difference
being the destabilization caused by the superhelicity. If this difference is 4.78 kcal/mol (which is the average difference between the
ARS elements and their comparison regions), this will favor the open
state by f1/f2 ¼ 2,334, so at equilibrium opening will occur more than
2,000 times as often when this region is superhelically destabilized
than when it is not, other factors remaining ﬁxed. We note that this
amount of destabilization would bring our G(x) from 10 kcal/mol just
down to 5.2 kcal/mol, which is less than what would be needed to open
the region completely. If strand separation at this site is the ratelimiting step in the initiation of a process, this amount of stressinduced destabilization can have a profound effect on the frequency
of initiation.

ﬁrst study identiﬁed DNA segments that showed binding
activity for ORC and MCM proteins [22], while the second
measured the time of replication across complete chromosomes using density transfer and microarray hybridization
[23]. The regions identiﬁed by these approaches are roughly 1
kb and 10–20 kb in size, respectively—too large to unambiguously locate ARS elements within them. Since SIDD properties can be calculated with single base pair resolution,
predictions of the susceptibility to superhelical destabilization could be used in conjunction with these results to
identify potential replication origins throughout the yeast
genome. Two illustrative examples are shown in Figure 5.
Alternatively, SIDD properties could be used in conjunction
with other computational methods (e.g., sequence-based
algorithms [24]) of origin prediction to locate potential
origins with greater conﬁdence and accuracy.
We have shown that strong susceptibility to destabilization
under stress is a highly conserved attribute of ARS elements
in S. cerevisiae. Our ongoing research suggests that an
enhancement of SIDD propensities might also correlate with
replication origin locations in higher eukaryotes.

Materials and Methods
We analyzed the SIDD properties of the complete genome of the
S288C strain of S. cerevisiae [25]. We used the method described
previously whereby the DNA sequence of each chromosome is
partitioned into overlapping windows and each window is analyzed
separately [5]. Each window (except perhaps the last) has length N ¼
5,000 bp, with successive windows offset by 500 bp so each internal
base pair appears in ten windows. The ﬁnal values of the probability
p(x) and the destabilization energy G(x) for the base pair at position x
are calculated as the weighted averages of their computed values in
each of the windows that contain that base pair. A detailed
description of this algorithm has been presented elsewhere [5].
In these calculations all conformational and free energy parameters are given their experimentally measured values, so there are no
free parameters [8,9]. Here we use values appropriate to a temperature of 37 8C and a [Naþ ] of 0.01 M, the conditions of the Kowalski
nuclease digestion procedure by which superhelical denaturation is
most accurately evaluated [26]. We use superhelix density r ¼0.055,
a moderate physiological value [27]. These calculations robustly
predict the locations where destabilization occurs, although the
PLoS Computational Biology | www.ploscompbiol.org

Supporting Information
Protocol S1. Database of Known ARS Sites and SIDD Proﬁles of All 39
ARS Elements
Found at DOI: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.0010007.sd001 (2.3 MB PDF).
Table S1. Table of Experimentally Well-Characterized ARS Elements
and Associated Free Energies of Destabilization
Found at DOI: 10.1371/journal.pcbi.0010007.st001 (117 KB DOC).
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